
 

Letter From Madison 

By E. W. Lang  

This was a less than stellar day for me in the show arena here at World Dairy Expo. I had not a single first 

place, at least when counted from the top end of the class.  

Dairy show entries were up this year by 220 head, or 10 percent. One could argue from this that the milk 

production industry is modulating from a minor, in to a major key. But it's not. Attrition among food and 

fiber producers will continue, just has it has throughout human history. New sprouts will continue to 

form, but the world's food will be produced by fewer and fewer hands as time goes on. I talked about 

this a couple days ago.  

An additional 220 show entries does, however, further indicate that the recreational segment of dairy 

show ring competition may enjoy a little crescendo as time goes on.  

I heard an interesting observation from a seasoned livestock man, that most of the folks still milking 

non-Holstein-or-Jersey herds also show cows on one level or another. That's mostly what's left for some 

of the breed associations.  

I also got an academic overview on type conformation of show cows vs. milk cows. Specifically, show 

cows are too big and too skinny. I agree, but that's still what I buy and what I show because, well, the 

show ring "market" rewards that kind of behavior, though not so much for me today.  

So, 220 additional cows will go through the coliseum in five days. The suspect long term interest of 

World Dairy Expo would be served by speeding things up in the show ring.  

I understand that they have abbreviated the process of delivering laud and honour upon  each judge 

and associate by stopping the show to read a lengthy and detailed citation, then conferring a plaque to 

each. They still do something, but they don't use up so much time.  

The classes can be placed faster, too. If there are more than a dozen or 15 in any class, pull out the top 

10 or 12 and allow everyone else the choice of leaving the ring or staying. If they stay they will be placed 

after or among the dozen in the first cut. If they leave, they can get on to something else and move 

things along a little faster for everyone.  
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